Let R be a metric space and let /: R X {t \ t is real} ->R be a continuous flow in R. The flow / is said to be recurrent (in the sense of Gottschalk and Hedlund) provided that if e and s are positive real numbers, then there exists a real number t such that t>s and p(x, f(x, t)) <t for all xER- for some yÇiAj. Since x, yÇîAj we have p(x, y) <e/2. Hence, p(x,/(x, tn))<e. This proves (2).
We remark that the above theorem and proof apply to discrete flows. Also the theorem answers a question by Nemyckii concerning a characterization of pseudo-minimal sets (cf. V. V. Nemyckii, Topological problems of the theory of dynamical systems, American Mathematical Society Translation, no. 103, p. 69). The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance provided by the referee in improving the statement of the theorem and in shortening the proof.
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